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The great transition from Newtonian physics to the physics of today forms one of the most important

chapters in the annals of scientific progress.
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The great transition from Newtonian physics to the physics of today forms one of the most important

chapters in the annals of scientific progress.

Too bad (for me) that Isaac wasn't one of my Professors in school. This rather thick tomb is one that

brought a new outlook on the learning curve to my rather meager previously retained studies.

Choose a chapter, any chapter, and I came away with an aha and a better understanding of the

subject covered. Clarity is the key word . . . the real deal when it comes to a better way of

approaching a subject matter containing cloudy or difficult threads to follow, suddenly brought into

focus and, that word again, clarity. Not all genius can plant the seeds of understanding, Isaac is one

of those who bridged the gap. Good stuff!

This is not a text book, but a very good book for understanding physics. This is a mandatory reading

for every engineer. I got it for my son (he is in high school): I want him to love the subject, not to

struggle with it.

Awesome book, learning a lot that I missed out on in school. Great condition.



My husband loves Asimov's books. He was a genius and his works about math science is as great

as his sci fi novels.

I read most of Asimov's non-fiction texts as a kid--loved the way he combined science and history of

science. His texts are one of the reasons why I majored in chemistry and minored in history of

science, technology, and medicine.

A+

Everyone knows Asimov was "the man" of Physics and other hard sciences but what makes him

stand out to me is that he can communicate in plain english. Lots of people can understand

quantum mechanics, very few can explain them in language every man can understand.This book

does just that. I used it as a supplement to all Physics text books in college, when I was unable to

catch on to what the book was trying to explain. Asimov has yet to let me down, and though Physics

class is long gone, I still refer to and enjoy reading this book.

Isaac Asimov makes a previously complicated subject for me understandable.
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